Dear Sir or Madam,

Dear Colleagues,

Little effort, big effect: the Campus Research Bibliography of our university gives you the opportunity to make your individual research profile visible. Also, by supporting it, you help to document the research achievements of the Ruhr University as a whole. As the Campus Research Bibliography has successfully been established (https://bibliographie.ub.rub.de/), we are now asking you to help us to complete it.

There are benefits for you: you can send us your data very easily and quickly using either a drag and drop webform or an email attachment, no matter which format you currently employ for your own list of publications (Word, Excel, PDF, RIS, BibTeX or others). After a short period of data processing your publications will be visible in the Campus Research Bibliography and thus for everyone. Please also contact us if some of your publications have already been registered and your list of publications needs updating.

Webform: https://bibliographie.ub.rub.de/kampagne2015/
Email: bibliographie-ub@rub.de

There are benefits for all of us: by supporting the Campus Research Bibliography you also help to improve the public image and visibility of our university. In view of the upcoming Excellence Initiative, national and international rankings and further competitions, your lists of publications become a vital component of documenting the research achievements of the Ruhr University transparently and thoroughly. The Campus Research Bibliography is going to play an important role here.

Soon there are going to be further features such as an ORCID interface and the chance to embed up-to-date lists of publications into websites. Thus, the Campus Research Bibliography provides you with expert service concerning your own research output. We will inform you as soon as the announced innovations and extensions are available.

If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact Mrs. Veronika Josenhans, head of the Campus Research Bibliography Team in the University Library, Tel. -28560, veronika.josenhans@rub.de.

Thank you very much for your attention and support.
Yours faithfully,
Andreas Ostendorf